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resignation rather than enthusiasm)1 to an eventual Anschluss of
Austria to the German Reich—in despair of finding any other practical
issue out of the grievous predicament in which the ci-devant metro-
politan district of the Danubian Hapsburg Monarchy had been placed
by the Peace Settlement. As for the other lesser survivors of the
defeated Central Alliance, Hungary and Bulgaria were both still
looking to the future recovery of their old ally Germany, as well as
to the present help of their new friend Italy, to secure for them that
revision of the territorial peace-terms which they could not bring
themselves to renounce. These inextinguishable Magyar and Bulgar
aspirations to recover the Hungarian and Bulgarian terre irredente
had, of course, evoked a formidable counter-organization, among the
sated 'successor states', in the shape of 'the Little Entente5. But
the strength, in unity, of 'the Little Entente' was diminished by the
fact that its several members were distracted from their common
concern about Hungary and Bulgaria by a number of pressing
private anxieties. Rumania had her private quarrel with Russia
over Bessarabia, and Jugoslavia hers with Italy over the Adriatic,
while even Czechoslovakia, whose amicable relations with Germany
since the Peace Settlement had been a credit to both parties, could
not forget that the German minority within her own frontiers not
only constituted about a fifth of her own population but was also
the largest German community, outside the post-war frontiers of the
Reich, under the rule of any single state of non-German nationality.
It will be seen that the strength, through unity, of "the Little Entente'
might be more than out-balanced by the common interest, which the
existence of 'the Little Entente' proclaimed, of Germany, Italy and
Russia with one another, as well as with Bulgaria and Hungary.
It will also be seen that, in general, the situation of Germany in
Europe, on the eve of the National-Socialist Revolution inside the
Reich, was by no means desperate from the German standpoint.
(c) the course op the national-socialist revolution
Within the limits of this Survey, the history of the National-
Socialist Revolution in Germany in the year 1933 cannot be recorded
at a length proportionate to the intrinsic interest and importance
of the event itself, or even proportionate to the scale of treatment
of the other transactions here dealt with. Indeed, this German
Revolution, being an internal affair of one single country and not
an international transaction in itself, would properly fall outside the
1 See the Survey for 1931, pp. 299 and 323.

